
 
Attachment A – The Bower Site Photographs 

Note: The Phase 1 sculpture procurement is being conducted coincident with finalization of the overall 
project master plan. Landscape and gardens represented in these photographs are not complete. 
Artwork selection, design and installations will be conducted in collaboration with the Owners as the 
master plan is implemented. 

  

Figure 1:The Bower will consist of 6 acres of landscaped gardens interspersed with naturalized meadow 
enclosed on all sides by a towering deciduous hardwood stand that changes seasonally. The lavender 

allee’ leads to one of the primary sculpture locations. 

   

Figure 2: On left a southern view of tall meadow, turf allee’ and mature trees framing a “long view” 
suitable for larger scale artwork that will be visible from multiple locations on the site. The right photo 
looking southwest  across our newly developed Ellipse Garden shows the same a corner site from a 
different perspective. 

 



 

 

Figure 3: A northeastern view balances skyscape with tree canopy and shows an example of a meadow 
pathway. This view is from the location highlighted in Figure 2 and also represents a long view suitable 

for large artworks. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 4: These three perspectives show the location for a small minimalist “glass house” structure 
proposed as a key architectural feature of the site. The facility will be designed to serve multiple 

functions including intimate temporary gallery and event space. 

 



 

    

  

Figure 5: Several gardens are emerging  throughout the grounds and will be accompanied by many more 
as the project develops. Artists will be invited to work with designers and landscapers to create 
complimentary settings for their work. 



 

          

Figure 6: The existing residence hardscaping includes gabion walls and pedestals suitable for a collection 
telling a story and a pool area suitable for multiple pieces. 

   

 

 

           

Figure 7: Woodland pathways will traverse varied ecosystems, on the left waves of fern that accompany 
a rainy summer.  The woodland extends to a north facing mountain slope riddled with moss and lychen 

laden weathered rocks. On the right snow cover,  lest we forget the seasonal nature of the site. 

 


